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“Postage” Can Rescue Email from Drowning in Junk
James Morris, Robert Kraut and Shyam Sunder

Business finds Internet.  Legitimate information cam-
paigns become spam (junk email) at the receiving end
of the net.  Unwanted email messages are an irritant,
and a fast growing problem, for many. If not checked,
the spam may rob email of its speed, low cost, and
effectiveness.

Ordinary email users scramble to devise defenses
against spam.  Automatic deletion of messages re-
ceived from a list of undesirable addresses is common.
In frustration, they plead, complain, and threaten to
retaliate.

As the users raise protective walls, the spammers build
smarter missiles to penetrate them.  They disguise the
origins of their messages to masquerade them as first
class mail.

As the arms race between the two sides heats up, the
ordinary users are left in a quandary, important mes-
sages often lost among the litter on their desktops.
Unwanted messages take a toll on attention, our pre-
cious resource in this age of abundant information.

How do we cut the time wasted by spam without dam-
aging the potential of this new engine of commerce?
Charging a price for email--a modified form of post-
age--can help.

A stamp on a letter or parcel serves two functions.  It
compensates the post office for the expense of gath-
ering and delivering mail.  For email this expense is
trivial.  Not surprisingly, the first generation of email
systems are postage free.

However, postage also serves a second important
function.  It screens out messages that are not worth
the cost, and signals the recipient about how valuable
the sender thinks a message is.

Consider screening first.  The cost of gathering,
transmitting, and delivering electronic messages is
practically zero.  The real cost is the time it takes the
receiver to attend to them.   People send conventional
mail only if their own hoped-for benefits exceed the
cost of stamps and effort.  Postage induces discipline
in the senders.

Then there is signaling.  When a conventional piece of
mail arrives, the receiver can easily tell how much
importance the sender attaches to the message by the
postage affixed to it--first class, overnight express, or
bulk mail.  Armed with this information, the recipients
discard the messages that do not meet their threshold
of importance.

Postage-free email performs well on cost recovery
because few costs need be recovered.   Unfortunately,
without postage, screening and signaling functions are

neglected.  Senders have no discipline; recipients have
no clues about importance of the messages before
reading their contents.  The waste of time and atten-
tion in the war between spammers and their targets is a
consequence of free email.

Economics suggests better solutions.  It is possible to
devise pricing methods— we call them postage for
convenience— to better allocate the attention of the
senders and receivers through their own personal ac-
tions.

For example, the senders of email could affix any
postage they wish, to their messages, and deduct it
from an escrow account maintained by their email or
internet service provider.  Messages displayed at the
receiver’s screen will show the postage affixed to each
message.  Message list may even be ordered by the
amount paid.

Such postage schemes would be voluntary.  Messages
with zero postage will be listed as such at the receiv-
ing end. Receivers, equipped with this information,
decide which messages deserve their attention.  Grab-
bing attention of receivers is at least as important a
reason as speed for the popularity of the overnight
delivery services.

Known correspondents shouldn’t need postage.  If the
boss does not read your messages without postage,
you may have problems more serious than mere email.

Email postage will help senders discipline themselves
from sending more messages than they are willing to
pay for.  It will also let the receivers know how much
sacrifice the sender has made.  As with other markets,
a properly designed system of postage for electronic
messages will induce efficient allocation of our pre-
cious attention.

What do we do with the postage collected from the
senders?   It can be paid to the addressee, used to pay
for the operation and development of Internet infra-
structure, or to reduce the internet connection charges
for all.

Having been accustomed to free email, the postage
idea may, at first, sound unacceptable, even outland-
ish, to many. The idea of trading pollution rights to
reduce atmospheric emissions, when first proposed in
the eighties, was also greeted with skepticism.  Ten
years later, it has been accepted as a way of solving a
social problem using the laws of economics.  Contrary
to popular beliefs, cyberspace is not exempt from
these laws.
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